The prevalence of clinically occult ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) has increased dramatically over the last two decades largely as a result of detection by the increased use of mammographic screening, accounting for approximately 25% of all new breast cancers today (1,2). The implementation of clinical trials to study breast-conserving techniques in this type of breast cancer was temporally preceded by trials comparing mastectomy to lumpectomy for invasive breast cancer (3,4). By the mid-1980s, singleinstitution nonrandomized studies of DCIS treated by breast-conserving surgery began to emerge (5-9). Satisfactory local control and similar survival after lumpectomy as compared with mastectomy were reported (8,10,11). However, concerns over the risk of subsequent ipsilateral breast tumor recurrences (IBTRs) with lumpectomy, particularly the occurrence of invasive IBTR (I-IBTR) persisted (9).
The prevalence of clinically occult ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) has increased dramatically over the last two decades largely as a result of detection by the increased use of mammographic screening, accounting for approximately 25% of all new breast cancers today (1, 2) . The implementation of clinical trials to study breast-conserving techniques in this type of breast cancer was temporally preceded by trials comparing mastectomy to lumpectomy for invasive breast cancer (3, 4) . By the mid-1980s, singleinstitution nonrandomized studies of DCIS treated by breast-conserving surgery began to emerge (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) . Satisfactory local control and similar survival after lumpectomy as compared with mastectomy were reported (8,10,11). However, concerns over the risk of subsequent ipsilateral breast tumor recurrences (IBTRs) with lumpectomy, particularly the occurrence of invasive IBTR (I-IBTR) persisted (9) .
In 1985, the National Surgical Adjuvant Breast and Bowel Project (NSABP) initiated a groundbreaking prospective randomized trial (NSABP B-17) comparing IBTR after lumpectomy only (LO) to lumpectomy followed by radiation therapy (LRT) in patients with localized DCIS (9) . Five-year outcomes were first reported for the B-17 trial in 1993 (12) . Women treated by LRT had a 60% lower risk of IBTR compared with those treated by LO. Subsequent updates continue to demonstrate a large benefit for LRT compared with LO (12, 13) . A second prospective randomized 
Background
Ipsilateral breast tumor recurrence (IBTR) is the most common failure event after lumpectomy for ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS). We evaluated invasive IBTR (I-IBTR) and its influence on survival among participants in two National Surgical Adjuvant Breast and Bowel Project (NSABP) randomized trials for DCIS.
Methods
In the NSABP B-17 trial (accrual period: October 1, 1985 , to December 31, 1990) , patients with localized DCIS were randomly assigned to the lumpectomy only (LO, n = 403) group or to the lumpectomy followed by radiotherapy (LRT, n = 410) group. In the NSABP B-24 double-blinded, placebo-controlled trial (accrual period: May 9, 1991, to April 13, 1994) , all accrued patients were randomly assigned to LRT+ placebo, (n=900) or LRT + tamoxifen (LRT + TAM, n = 899). Endpoints included I-IBTR, DCIS-IBTR, contralateral breast cancers (CBC), overall and breast cancer-specific survival, and survival after I-IBTR. Median follow-up was 207 months for the B-17 trial (N = 813 patients) and 163 months for the B-24 trial (N = 1799 patients).
Results
Of 490 IBTR events, 263 (53.7%) were invasive. Radiation reduced I-IBTR by 52% in the LRT group compared with LO (B-17, hazard ratio [HR] of risk of I-IBTR = 0.48, 95% confidence interval [CI] = 0.33 to 0.69, P < .001). LRT + TAM reduced I-IBTR by 32% compared with LRT + placebo (B-24, HR of risk of I-IBTR = 0.68, 95% CI = 0.49 to 0.95, P = .025). The 15-year cumulative incidence of I-IBTR was 19.4% for LO, 8 .9% for LRT (B-17), 10.0% for LRT + placebo (B-24), and 8.5% for LRT + TAM. The 15-year cumulative incidence of all contralateral breast cancers was 10.3% for LO, 10.2% for LRT (B-17), 10.8% for LRT + placebo (B-24), and 7.3% for LRT + TAM. I-IBTR was associated with increased mortality risk (HR of death = 1.75, 95% CI = 1.45 to 2.96, P < .001), whereas recurrence of DCIS was not. Twenty-two of 39 deaths after I-IBTR were attributed to breast cancer. Among all patients (with or without I-IBTR), the 15-year cumulative incidence of breast cancer death was 3.1% for LO, 4.7% for LRT (B-17), 2.7% for LRT + placebo (B-24), and 2.3% for LRT + TAM.
trial (NSABP B-24) investigated the addition of tamoxifen (TAM) to LRT (LRT + TAM) (14) . Updated findings of this trial showed that women treated with LRT + TAM experienced a 31% reduction in risk of IBTR compared with those treated by LRT, as well as a 53% reduction in risk of contralateral breast tumors (15) .
All invasive breast cancers have an associated risk of metastasis. Therefore, it is important to investigate the impact of I-IBTR on the long-term prognosis of patients receiving breast-conserving treatments for DCIS (16, 17) . The B-17 and B-24 trials were closed to further follow-up, providing the impetus for an update on the incidence of I-IBTRs and its effect on mortality.
Participants and Methods

Trial Characteristics
Previous publications have provided detailed descriptions of study designs, patient eligibility, and treatments in NSABP B-17 and B-24 trials (12) (13) (14) . Trials were approved by institutional review boards of participating institutions, and patients were required to sign informed consent to participate. The NSABP B-17 trial enrolled 818 patients with DCIS treated by lumpectomy that achieved tumor-free margins between October 1, 1985, and December 31, 1990 (the trial also included a registry of patients diagnosed with lobular carcinoma in situ) (18) . Participants were randomly assigned to receive either radiation to the affected breast (LRT) or no further therapy (LO). A subsequent trial, NSABP B-24, enrolled 1804 patients between May 9, 1991, and April 13, 1994 . Patients in the B-24 trial underwent LRT and were randomly assigned (double blind) to receive either 5 years of tamoxifen (AstraZeneca, Wilmington, DE), or placebo, shown in a CONSORT trial flow diagram (Figure 1 ). In contrast to B-17, B-24 allowed entry of women whose tumor margins were involved with DCIS and women whose mammograms contained foci of calcifications that were not excised, as long as their radiological appearance was not suggestive of invasive cancer (14) . With respect to margin status, patients for whom margin status was
CONTEXT AND CAVEATS
Prior knowledge
Lumpectomy performed to treat ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) is associated with the risk of ipsilateral breast tumor recurrence (IBTR), particularly with invasive IBTR (I-IBTR).
Study design
Two prospective randomized trials by the National Surgical Adjuvant Breast and Bowel Project (NSABP) compared the risk of IBTR in patients with localized DCIS who were treated by lumpectomy only (LO) or lumpectomy followed by radiation therapy (LRT) in the B-17 trial, and with 5 years of placebo (LRT + placebo) or tamoxifen (LRT + TAM) added to LRT in the B-24 trial. The longterm findings of these trials showing the most risk reduction in LRT + TAM group are published. In the current update of the B-17 and B-24 trials, the 15-year cumulative incidence of the primary failure event I-IBTR and its impact on survival have been investigated in LO, LRT, LRT + placebo, and LRT + TAM groups, along with recurrence of DCIS and other failure events.
Contribution
Results showed that after 15 years I-IBTR developed in 19.4% of patients who received LO for treatment of DCIS compared with 8.5% of patients who received LRT + TAM. I-IBTR was associated with an increase in mortality risk, but recurrence of DCIS was not. Overall mortality was low in patients who underwent lumpectomy.
Implications
Although I-IBTR increases the risk of breast cancer-related death, adjuvant therapies like radiation and tamoxifen remain highly effective in treatment of DCIS after lumpectomy.
Limitations
The trials were designed over 20 years ago when breast imaging technologies were inferior. There was no evaluation of hormone receptor and HER2 status in these trials, as their role in DCIS was not known. reported as uncertain or was unknown were considered to be margin positive. Initially, axillary dissections were required in B-17, but the requirement was dropped in 1987, and excluded altogether in B-24.
From the Editors
Radiation Treatment
In both B-17 and B-24, radiation to the whole breast began within 8 weeks of definitive surgery. The treatment occurred over 5 weeks to a dose of 50 Gy given at 10 Gy/wk. In B-24, investigators were permitted to modify the radiation technique by adding a boost of 10 Gy (range 0.1-20 Gy) to the lumpectomy cavity (19) .
Follow-up and Event Determination
Follow-up clinical examinations were conducted semiannually, and mammography was performed annually. An IBTR was defined as recurrent DCIS (DCIS-IBTR) or invasive carcinoma (I-IBTR) occurring after lumpectomy in either the skin or parenchyma of the ipsilateral breast. Tumor in the non-breast skin of the ipsilateral chest wall was defined as other local failure. Recurrences in the ipsilateral internal mammary, supraclavicular, infraclavicular, and axillary nodes were classified as regional recurrences. Local or regional failures were verified by tissue biopsy or fine needle aspiration cytology. Distant metastases were confirmed by clinical, radiographic, or pathological findings. Second primary cancers and deaths without evidence of recurrence or second primary cancer were also verified by NSABP central medical review. 
Statistical Methods
The primary endpoint in the B-17 and B-24 trials was event-free survival, defined as time from surgery to any of the following events: recurrence (I-IBTR or DCIS-IBTR, and other local, regional, distant), contralateral breast invasive or DCIS tumors, second primary cancer, or death before any of these events. For the analyses presented in this report, I-IBTR was the primary event of interest. We also present treatment comparisons for DCIS-IBTR and contralateral breast cancers (CBC). Analyses were based on first failure events after study entry except in specified instances in which we also examined time to occurrence of certain event types (CBC, endometrial cancer), whether or not the event was preceded by IBTR.
We also analyzed all-cause mortality and breast cancer-specific mortality, with attributed cause of death based on the clinical event history. Specifically, patients reported as 1) having died of breast cancer or 2) having confirmed distant metastatic disease with the cause of death unspecified were classified as breast cancer deaths. The remainder (those deaths without any breast cancer event subsequent to the initial DCIS and those with breast cancer events but without any supportive information indicating likely breast cancer death) were classified as deaths from other causes.
For all events comprising event-free survival, frequencies and average annual cause-specific hazards (number of events divided by person-time at risk) were calculated. For the effects of treatment on I-IBTR, DCIS-IBTR and deaths, cause-specific hazard ratios (HRs) with 95% confidence intervals (CIs) were computed using the Cox proportional hazards model (20) . The proportional hazards assumption was evaluated graphically using Schoenfeld residual plots (21) and although there was some evidence of nonproportionality over time, time-invariant hazard ratios were found to be a suitable summary of treatment effects. The influence of patient and disease characteristics (age, tumor size, mode of detection, comedonecrosis, and margin status) on the hazard of I-IBTR were also evaluated using the Cox proportional hazards model. The influence of I-IBTR on mortality risk was evaluated using an indicator variable that equals zero before the time of occurrence of I-IBTR and equals one after the event (i.e., a timevarying covariate) in the hazard regression model for mortality. Because of the similarity in outcomes in the LRT group (LRT in B-17 and LRT + placebo in B-24) that was common to both trials, results for some covariate effects have been presented for patients from the two trials combined. Cumulative incidence functions were used to estimate cumulative probabilities over time of the occurrence of I-IBTR and other events comprising event-free survival, contralateral breast tumors, and cause-specific deaths (22) . All P values presented are two-sided, and those less than .05 were considered statistically significant. Analyses were performed using SAS (SAS Institute, Cary, NC) and Stata (Statacorp, College Station, TX) statistical software.
Consistent with earlier reports of primary trial results (12) (13) (14) , this analysis included all patients for whom follow-up information was available (total 2612 patients; 813 patients from B-17 and 1799 patients from B-24) ( Figure 1 ). Several previous NSABP reports on pathological features of DCIS in relation to IBTR focused on subsets of trial participants for whom central pathology review was performed (23) (24) (25) . In contrast, this analysis used information from tumor pathology reports submitted by the NSABP investigators.
Results
Patient and Disease Characteristics of the NSABP DCIS Trials
As detailed in Table 1 , patient and disease characteristics were quite similar between the B-17 and B-24 trials. Overall, approximately 50% of the women were 55 years or older, and 22% were 65 years or older at diagnosis. Greater than 75% of tumors measured less than 1 cm in diameter based on pathological measurements or size of radiological abnormality. Cancers were detected mammographically in more than 80% of patients. Based on the trial inclusion criteria, patients in B-17 were required to have tumor-free lumpectomy margins; in B-24, approximately 25% of lumpectomy margins were reported as either involved or of uncertain status. Table 2 summarizes frequencies and annual rates for all events comprising event-free survival by trial and treatment group. IBTR constitutes the most common first failure event in all treatment groups. Of a total of 490 IBTR events among all treatment groups, 227 of 490 (46.3%) were noninvasive (DCIS-IBTR), and 263 of 490 (53.7%) were invasive (I-IBTR). Other local, regional, and distant recurrences in the absence of a documented previous I-IBTR were rare (34 events; 1.3% of 2612 patients). Contralateral breast cancers (CBC) occurred as first failure events in 7.2% of patients. The annual rate of CBC was similar in the LO (0.76) and LRT (B-17, 0.77; and B-24, 0.79) groups and lower in the LRT + TAM group (0.45). The frequency (7.6% of patients) and rate of second primary cancers were similar among treatment groups. The frequency and rate of deaths appeared higher in patients in the B-17 trial. Longer follow-up and greater current age of patients in this trial account for this phenomenon (Table 2) .
Summary of Events
Treatment Effects
Effect of Radiotherapy and Tamoxifen on I-IBTR. Consistent with earlier reports for the B-17 and B-24 trials, both radiotherapy and tamoxifen reduced the risk of I-IBTR (12) (13) (14) (15) . In NSABP B-17, the radiation therapy (LRT) group showed a 52% reduction in the risk of I-IBTR compared with the LO group (HR = 0.48, 95% CI = 0.33 to 0.69, P < .001). In NSABP B-24, tamoxifen in combination with radiation therapy (LRT + TAM) showed a 32% reduction in the risk of I-IBTR compared with the LRT + placebo group (HR = 0.68, 95% CI = 0.49 to 0.95, P = .025). Comparing across trials, the LRT + TAM group showed a relative risk reduction of I-IBTR by approximately 70% compared with the LO group (HR = 0.30, 95% CI = 0.21 to 0.42, P < .001). Radiation therapy decreased the cumulative incidence of I-IBTR at 15 years from 19.4% in LO to 8.9% in the B-17 LRT group and to 10% in the B-24 LRT + placebo group (Figure 2, A) . The cumulative incidence of I-IBTR was lower in the LRT + TAM group but reached 8.5% at 15 years (Figure 2, A) .
Effect of Radiation and Tamoxifen on DCIS-IBTR.
The effects of radiation and tamoxifen on noninvasive breast tumor recurrence (DCIS-IBTR) were similar to those observed in earlier analyses of these trials. Compared with LO, LRT in B-17 resulted in a 47% relative reduction in the risk of DCIS-IBTR (HR = 0.53, 95% CI = 0.35 to 0.80, P < .001). In the B-24 trial, the addition of tamoxifen resulted in a non-statistically significant risk reduction of 16% compared with LRT + placebo (HR = 0.84, 95% CI = 0.60 to 1.19, P = .33). The cumulative incidence of DCIS-IBTR was similar to that of I-IBTR in the LO group through 5 years and slightly greater than that of I-IBTR in the LRT and LRT + TAM groups (Figure 2, B) . After 5 years, the rate of DCIS-IBTR appeared to diminish, whereas the rate of invasive recurrences was more constant over time.
Effect of Radiation and Tamoxifen on CBC.
In B-24, there was a 32% reduction in CBC for patients who received LRT + TAM vs LRT + placebo (HR = 0.68, 95% CI = 0.48 to 0.95, P = .023). The 15-year cumulative incidence of CBC, either as first failure events or subsequent to IBTR, was 7.3% for the LRT + TAM group and 10.8% for the LRT + placebo group. In the B-17 trial, 15-year cumulative incidence was 10.2% for the LRT group and 10.3% for the LO group (Figure 2, C) . Approximately 67% of these tumors were invasive.
Effect of Radiation and Tamoxifen on Other Events.
There were no statistically significant differences in the hazard of local, regional, or distant disease as a first failure event (eg, without previous IBTR) between the LRT and LO groups (HR = 1.23, 95% CI = 0.47 to 3.23), as observed in the B-17 trial. The LRT + TAM group also showed no statistically significant differences in the hazard of these events compared with the LRT + placebo group (HR = 0.66, 95% CI = 0.25 to 1.73), as observed in the B-24 trial. The three treatment modalities did not differ with respect to hazard of death as a first event or occurrence of second primary cancers (data not shown). In B-24, we specifically examined the risk of endometrial cancer. There were 22 endometrial cancers (seven in the LRT + placebo group and 15 in the LRT + TAM group) and an approximate twofold increased risk in the LRT + TAM group compared with the LRT + placebo group (HR = 2.09, 95% CI = 0.85 to 5.13).
Patient and Tumor Characteristics in Relation to I-IBTR
We examined whether patient or tumor characteristics influenced the risk of I-IBTR (Table 3) . Compared with women aged 65 years and older at diagnosis, women younger than 45 years showed a 2.1-fold increased risk of I-IBTR. Women aged 45-64 years also showed an increased risk of I-IBTR relative to women aged 65 years and older. Cumulative incidence of I-IBTR by age group and treatment is shown in Figure 3 . Although there were differences in absolute risk of I-IBTR by age, there was no statistical evidence of differential treatment effects; benefit from radiation in all age groups is demonstrated in Figure 3 .
DCIS detected by clinical examination was associated with increased risk of I-IBTR. Tumor size was not associated with risk of I-IBTR. The presence of comedonecrosis in tumors from the B-24 trial was not associated with an increased risk of I-IBTR. None of these factors showed a statistically significant variation in association with I-IBTR by type of treatment received (ie, there were no statistically significant interactions or evidence of a differential effect in the estimates by treatment type). Covariate effects in relation to DCIS-IBTR were similar to those for I-IBTR, with the exception of comedonecrosis (HR = 2.21, 95% CI = 1.52 to 3.20, P < .001) ( Table 3 ).
The margin status in patients from the B-24 trial was associated with an approximate twofold overall increased risk of I-IBTR, but there was also evidence of a differential effect by treatment group (interaction P = .04). When examined by treatment group, the prognostic effect of positive margins was greater among patients in the LRT + placebo group, whereas among patients in the LRT + TAM group, there was a smaller statistically nonsignificant increased risk for margin-positive patients (Table 3 ). In the LRT + placebo group, the 15-year cumulative incidence of I-IBTR was 17.4% in patients with positive margins compared with 7.4% in those with tumor-free margins. In the LRT + TAM group, cumulative incidence was 11.5% in those with positive margins compared with 7.5% in those with free margins (Figure 4 ).
Mortality Outcomes
Overall Survival by Treatment Group. Of the 2612 patients in this analysis, 385 (14.7%) have died. Cumulative all-cause mortality through 15 years was 15.8% in the LO group, 17.1% in the LRT group of the B-17 trial, 17.1% in the LRT + placebo group of the B-24 trial, and 14.4% in the LRT + TAM group. In the B-17 trial, radiotherapy was not associated with any overall mortality reduction compared with LO (HR = 1.08, 95% CI = 0.79 to 1.48). Among patients in the B-24 trial, the addition of tamoxifen in the LRT + TAM group did not result in a statistically significant reduction in mortality risk compared with LRT (HR = 0.86, 95% CI = 0.66 to 1.11). In a nonrandomized comparison across trials, similar results were seen comparing LRT + TAM to all patients who did not receive tamoxifen (LO and LRT combined, HR = 0.82, 95% CI = 0.65 to 1.03).
Mortality by Probable Cause. As described earlier, deaths were classified into those that were breast cancer-related and those from other causes. Of the 385 deaths, 72 (18.7%) were attributable to breast cancer, with a 15-year cumulative incidence of 3.1% for LO, 4.7% for LRT in the B-17 trial, 2.7% for LRT + placebo in the B-24 trial, and 2.3% for LRT + TAM ( Figure 5, A) . Breast cancer mortality did not differ for the LRT group compared with the LO 
I-IBTR and Mortality Risk.
Women who developed an I-IBTR had a greater risk of all-cause death compared with those without I-IBTR (HR = 1.75, 95% CI = 1.24 to 2.45). If only breast cancerrelated deaths were considered, the effect was larger (HR = 7.06, 95% CI = 4.14 to 12.03). In contrast, there was no statistically significant increase in overall mortality risk (HR = 0.81, 95% CI = 0.51 to 1.27) or breast cancer mortality risk (HR = 1.49, 95% CI = 0.71 to 3.15) for those who had DCIS-IBTR compared with those who did not. Interestingly, women who developed an invasive CBC had a similar increase in mortality risk (HR = 2.62, 95% CI = 1.82 to 3.77) as those who developed an I-IBTR.
There were 39 deaths among the 263 women with I-IBTR as a first failure; 22 were attributed to breast cancer. The cumulative probability of breast cancer-related death was 7.3% at 5 years and 10.4% at 10 years after occurrence of the I-IBTR (Figure 6 ).
By comparison, the cumulative breast cancer-related death after DCIS-IBTR was 2.7% at 10 years. Breast cancer deaths (8) among these patients were due to additional invasive breast cancer recurrence events after DCIS-IBTR (ie, a second IBTR that was invasive) or CBC. Twelve additional deaths after DCIS-IBTR were attributed to other causes. Findings were similar for patients with CBC as a first failure, with 14 of 32 deaths among those with invasive CBC being breast cancer related, and two of eight deaths among those with DCIS CBC being breast cancer related.
Discussion
The NSABP B-17 and B-24 trials represent the largest prospective evaluation of breast-conserving therapies for DCIS to date (12, 14) . Long-term findings in these studies demonstrate the effectiveness of this approach in the management of DCIS. The most common first failure event is an IBTR. In this update of the trials, we showed that 19.4% of patients who received LO for treatment of DCIS had developed an I-IBTR after 15 years compared with 8.5% of patients who received LRT + TAM. I-IBTR was associated with increased mortality risk, whereas there was no association with recurrence of DCIS, and neither overall nor breast cancer-specific survival differed between the LO, LRT, and LRT + TAM treatment groups.
In light of the fact that about 60% of operations performed in the United States and Canada for DCIS are lumpectomies (26, 27) , it is reassuring that mortality in the NSABP trials was comparable across treatment groups and similar to that reported * Two-sided Wald test for model coefficient(s) representing the covariate. CI = confidence interval; HR = hazard ratio; LRT = lumpectomy followed by radiation therapy; LRT + TAM = LRT plus 5 years of tamoxifen. † Patients from B-24 trial only, based on institutional reports. ‡ For 36 patients (2.0%), comedonecrosis was unknown. § A statistically significant interaction between treatment group and tumor margin status was noted (two-sided Wald test, P = .04).
for mastectomy-treated patients (28) . There has never been a randomized comparison of overall survival between mastectomy and lumpectomy in patients with DCIS except among a cohort of 78 patients inadvertently enrolled as invasive cancers in the NSABP B-06 trial (4, 11) . IBTR remains the most common first failure event in lumpectomy-treated DCIS irrespective of the type of adjuvant treatment. The benefits of adjuvant radiation in reducing ipsilateral breast events have been sustained since the first results were reported for NSABP B-17 in 1993 (12) . In spite of the fact that approximately 80% of the cancers in these trials were small clinically occult lesions, treatment by lumpectomy alone was associated with a relatively high incidence of IBTR, reaching 35% by 15 years. Our findings are in agreement with long-term findings in other randomized trials such as the European Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer Trial 10853 and the Swedish Trial (29, 30) , both showing that radiation therapy is necessary for local control after breast-conserving therapy. The B-24 trial continues to show benefits in terms of I-IBTR reduction, as well as contralateral breast tumor reduction, with the addition of tamoxifen to radiation. Contrary to our experience, the United Kingdom, Australia, and New Zealand (UK/ ANZ) DCIS Trial reported in their first analysis of 1694 DCIS patients (some with and some without radiation by choice) that tamoxifen did not reduce the incidence of I-IBTR (31) . In a recent update, tamoxifen continued to have a minimal effect on I-IBTR but did reduce DCIS-IBTR, especially among those with lowand/or intermediate-grade tumors (32) . With respect to survival prognosis, women diagnosed with in situ breast disease have greater probability of death from other causes than that from breast cancer (33) , and all-cause mortality is low in DCIS-treated patients. It is speculated that these women may represent a healthier group than the population at large, based on associations between breast cancer screening and other health behaviors (34) . In our trials, 15-year overall survival exceeded 85% and the incidence of breast cancer death was 4.7% or less in all treatment groups. These findings are similar to ones from the Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results program, in which the 10-year breast cancer death rate was 2.3% for women diagnosed from 1978 to 1989 (34) . Although survival was not a primary endpoint in the NSABP DCIS trials, the observed mortality reduction for those receiving tamoxifen is consistent with early follow-up results of tamoxifen-treated node-negative breast cancer (35) . The occurrence of an I-IBTR after breast-conserving surgery for DCIS, as with breast tumor recurrence after invasive cancer (36, 37) , alters subsequent prognosis. In this study, there was an approximate twofold increase in mortality risk for patients with I-IBTR compared with those who did not develop an I-IBTR. Despite a higher incidence of I-IBTR in the LO group compared with LRT, survival was similar. However, the death rate in all patients is low, rendering emergent survival differences unlikely. Also, we speculate that I-IBTR after radiation therapy may be biologically more aggressive and that many of the I-IBTR in the LO group are biologically indolent. This is similar to what we have observed in invasive cancer treated by lumpectomy (36, 37) . We note that I-IBTR is the dominant but not the sole pathway by which a breast cancerrelated death may occur after DCIS. It may be preceded by an invasive contralateral breast tumor, an event that confers nearly the same mortality risk increase as the occurrence of I-IBTR. Moreover, among the small number of patients whose first documented failure event was local (non-breast), regional, or distant disease without prior I-IBTR, mortality was also increased (not shown). These observations suggest strong caution in considering prophylactic surgery as a means to prevent breast cancer mortality among DCIS patients. In these mature trials, the 21 breast cancer deaths occurring following an I-IBTR represent 8.4% of patients who developed an I-IBTR and only 0.8% of all trial participants.
With respect to limitations, these prospective clinical trials were designed more than 20 years ago. Because the breast imaging quality of that era was inferior to the diagnostic technologies currently available, these cases might present differently if diagnosed today. However, as we discuss below, most tumors were small. Secondly, the inadvertent (B-17) or intentional (B-24) inclusion of cases with involved or uncertain surgical margins can be viewed as introducing heterogeneity that obscures treatment effects. Finally, tumor hormone receptor and HER2 receptor assessment was not performed at study entry, and both of these factors have since become more important in DCIS.
Tumor size, tumor grade, and lumpectomy margins have been the subject of much discussion in relation to DCIS treatment. Investigators have proposed that adjuvant radiation could be omitted for small-or low-grade tumors. Based on the predominance of relatively small DCIS in our trials and the observed benefit for radiation, tumor size was neither a significant prognostic factor nor an indicator for patients in whom radiotherapy could be omitted. Readers may be concerned about the applicability of the findings of NSABP B-17 and B-24 to clinical practices today, given this reported small size of tumors. Tumor size in NSABP DCIS trial participants was addressed extensively in the second update of B-17 (13) . Clinical, mammographic, and pathological assessments confirmed that indeed the great majority of tumors would be considered 1 cm or less by modern standards. The allowance of microscopically involved margins and scattered calcifications in B-24 does not detract, in our opinion, from the importance of the findings in this trial, but rather provides a perspective on the effects of potential residual disease on recurrence. In previous analyses of these trials, tumor grade and associated features were found to predict IBTR risk, but radiation still benefited low-risk patients (23, 24) . With respect to margins, previous analyses of NSABP B-17 based on central pathological review found that tumor-positive margins imparted a roughly twofold risk increase for IBTR relative to negative margins (23) , but this effect attenuated with longer follow-up (24) . The use of wider excision margins has also been proposed as a means to omit radiation. Wong et al. (38) performed a single-arm prospective trial of wide excision alone (margins ≥1 cm) for low-to intermediate-grade DCIS (measuring ≤2.5 cm) and observed an unacceptably high 5-year rate of IBTR of 12%, prompting early closure of the trial. An update of the Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group 5104 study reported increasing rates of ipsilateral recurrence from 6.1% at 5 years to 10.5% at 7 years (39). The design of NSABP B-24 afforded a greater opportunity to examine the effect of positive margins on IBTR. The relative risk of IBTR more than doubled when margins were involved. However, the use of tamoxifen appears to largely offset the added risk from involved margins. The B-24 trial was not designed with consideration of the estrogen receptor status; however, a separate report summarizing the effects of tamoxifen in a subset of patients with estrogen receptor information will appear shortly (40) .
The incidence of DCIS has risen over the past decade and may be continuing to do so (41) . Therefore, it is increasingly important to advance our understanding of the biological behavior of this disease in parallel with testing of diagnostic and therapeutic strategies (1) . This long-term follow-up analysis of NSABP B-17 and B-24 clinical trials confirms earlier findings (15) . Regardless of treatment, these women have an excellent overall prognosis, with an incidence of death due to breast cancer of less than 5% at 15 years, despite persistent risks of breast cancer in the same or contralateral breast. Additional insights will be forthcoming from three ongoing trials: NSABP B-35, comparing adjuvant tamoxifen to anastrozole after LRT in estrogen receptor -positive DCIS (42); NSABP B-39, comparing whole-breast irradiation to partial breast irradiation in both invasive cancer and DCIS (43) ; and NSABP B-43, comparing whole-breast irradiation with or without two doses of trastuzumab in HER2-positive DCIS (44) .
In conclusion, we believe that these long-term findings of NSABP B-17 and B-24 demonstrate that lumpectomy and adjuvant therapies are effective modalities for the treatment of DCIS. It is highly likely that current breast imaging practices, improvements in margin assessments, and advances in adjuvant treatments will continue to reduce the incidence of invasive recurrences after DCIS.
